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Original Abstract as Submitted
The library community has been working towards to the adoption of linked data technology, which
offers great promise for better discovery for library users and more efficiencies for library's
operations. The Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC), one of the most influential cataloging
policy-setting organization, has set the transition from MARC format to linked data as its priority in
the next four years. [PCC Strategic Directions January 2018-December 2021]
The UCDavis Library, a PCC member, has been experimenting linked data since 2013 and has
successfully completed several pilot projects. Currently the Library has joined other nineteen PCC
libraries to "build a pathway for the cataloging community to begin shifting to linked data to describe
library resources." This significant effort is part of a two-year project, known as Linked Data for
Production Phase II (LD4P2). Xiaoli Li, who is the current PCC Chair and a primary member of
UCDavis Library linked data projects, will be presenting the LD4P2 project from two different
perspectives: 1) the PCC as a collective entity that presents the twenty libraries; and 2) UCDavis
Library as an individual participant.
The presentation will provide attendees with the latest development of the LD4P2 project as well as
linked data activities which the twenty PCC libraries will be doing in the next two years. The
information will help attendees with their own preparation for switching their cataloging operations
from MARC format to linked data.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EVALUATION
Please respond to the following as appropriate:
-Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
-What aspects were completed as proposed? If your study could not be completed as
proposed, explain how your plans were altered.
-Did the project accomplish what it intended? Did it make a difference?
-Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have benefited
from this project? In what way? This may include various output measures such as circulation,
reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc. as appropriate.)
-Include any anecdotes, if applicable.
-What would you do differently next time, if anything?

I attended the America Library Association Midwinter meeting in Seattle and delivered the
presentation.

Is your project completed?
Yes
No
If No, what is needed to complete the project? More time, funds?

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Please explain how the funds received were spent. Attach your original budget and indicate
how well your estimates matched with actual expenditures. Receipts are not necessary.
The funds received were used to pay for registration ($245), airfare ($157.96), and partial of the
lodging expenses ($333.54)
My original budget is:
-- Registration $245
-- Airfare (R/T Sacramento/Seattle) $157.96
-- Lodging expenses (3 nights) $333.54
-- Meals $148.27
-- Incidentals (shuttles, etc.) $86.33

SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work? If it will be a web page or
product, or published article or book, when will it be available to the public? Include citations/
URLs if known.
The presentation was posted on OCLC website:
https://www.oclc.org/research/news/2019/ala-midwinter-videos.html

